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Andrea sits across from me in my office, twisting her hands in her lap. Her 5-year-old child, a biological boy, has progressed from insisting he’s a girl to refusing to go to kindergarten in “boy clothes.” He’s profoundly depressed, one of the saddest kids I’ve ever seen. Gently, I ask her, “When did you first notice that your child was different?” Andrea takes a long breath. “When Brandon was 2 and a half, we took him to a football game,” she says. “About halfway through, I pointed to the football players and said to him, ‘Maybe when you grow up, you’ll be like those guys.’ Brandon swiveled and pointed to the cheerleaders. ‘No, I want to be like them.’”

Fifteen-year-old DJ ambles into my office wearing a pink tee, ripped jeans, earrings in both ears, and hair shorn to a semibuzz cut. Dispensing with preliminaries, my new client announces, “I’m agender and pansexual.” Assigned female at birth, DJ declares a preference for the neutral pronoun “they,” and explains their identity to me. “I don’t think of myself as any gender, and I don’t think of other people that way either,” DJ says. “I don’t really notice gender.” DJ is contemplating top surgery—a double mastectomy and chest reconstruction—but is uninterested in taking male hormones.

The next day Marina comes in. Now in her early 50’s, she transitioned surgically from male to female about 10 years ago. Like Brandon, Marina (then Martin) had felt like a girl from an early age. Unlike Brandon, Martin had parents who were horried by their son’s gender nonconformity. His attempts to express it were quickly beaten out of him, and his gender dysphoria remained hidden for decades. When Martin rst entered my oce 15 years ago, he reported a history of secretly hoarding female clothes and being nearly immobilized by shame. Married with two young daughters, he eventually left his wife and transitioned to Marina, after heartbreaking pain for everyone involved.
Admittedly, my clinical practice is a little unusual. I direct the Institute for Personal Growth (IPG), a large private group practice in New Jersey, which, since 1983, has specialized in what’s now called sex and gender variant people. We started working with lesbians and gay men, and as the LGBTQ community has grown, we’ve expanded to include everyone in that big-tent tribe—from trans and kinky to gay, lesbian, and bisexual. Along the way, I’ve evolved personally as well as professionally. In 1973, I identified as lesbian, and now I just call myself queer. Queer can signify many attributes, but in my case, it’s shorthand for “I’m a bisexual lesbian mother who’s kinky and nonmonogamous, and was extremely gender atypical as a child.”

This may be a lot to take in. If so, I get it. A couple of decades ago, the only “transsexual” most people knew about was Renée Richards, the transwoman who made the news in 1976 by attempting to enter the US Open Tennis Championships as a woman. Fast forward to 2016 and a transgender teenager, Jazz Jennings, has her own TV show on TLC. And Becoming Nicole, a book that follows the experience of parents whose son, deep in his young heart, knows that he’s a girl, is a New York Times bestseller. But how do people like Jazz and Nicole know that they’re the wrong gender? And what does knowing something like this mean for our deeply held assumptions about males and females, about opposite sexes?

In the therapy world, these questions abound. Unless you graduated in the last few years, you were probably trained to view gender variance as pathological. For many years, merely feeling a sense of incongruence between one’s internal sense of gender and one’s body was enough to earn the DSM diagnosis of gender identity disorder (GID). Not until 2013 did the psychiatric establishment adjust its attitude, declaring in the DSM-5 that gender variance is in itself normal and renaming GID as gender dysphoria, emphasizing distress as the salient feature of the diagnosis. Meanwhile, changes proposed for the World Health Organization’s International Classification of Diseases remove “gender incongruence” from the psychiatric section and place it in a section on sexual health. Treatments for children that were once first-line behavioral interventions to promote gender-conforming behavior are now illegal in several US states and Ontario.
In the age of Caitlin Jenner, any therapist who deems transgender people mentally ill is clearly politically incorrect. Secretly, though, many of us may wonder how anyone who wants to alter his or her body so drastically could not be disturbed. Even if we don’t believe that, we may wonder what forces could compel a person to change in a way that courts widespread revulsion and rejection from family and society, loss of employment and housing, and even physical violence. Where do these folks get the courage to come out?

**Shunned and Shamed: A History**

When I came out as lesbian in 1975, shortly after homosexuality was removed from the DSM, the gay community could be downright hostile to gender-variant people. Among lesbians, butch-femme was considered a politically regressive imitation of patriarchal roles. Gay men had an uneasy relationship with gender nonconformity: drag queens were revered but “queeny” men—those whose manner marked them as emasculate—were considered a bad image for the gay activist movement. Biological males transitioning to female were labeled fake women and mistrusted, even hated, by the lesbian community. And as far as we knew, biological women who wanted to become men didn’t even exist.

By and large, transsexuals were hidden from sight in the larger culture. In her memoir, *No Way Renée*, Renée Richards describes a part of the transition process known as woodworking. In the 1970s and early 1980s, among the requirements for obtaining hormones and surgery from many university-based sex change clinics was giving up one’s previous identity and life, which often included moving to another part of the country. Professionals believed that a transsexual’s only chance for relationship and community lay in pretending to be a biological woman. “You merged into the woodwork after your transformation,” wrote Richards, “and you tried to lead a new life without people knowing what your previous life had been.” Such clandestine circumstances eliminated any possibility of a transgender or transsexual community.

Even as a therapist interested in gender nonconformity in the 1980s, I now realize how clueless I was about the inner experience of gender-variant people. I remember working with a lesbian
named Sally who called herself Sal and made every effort to look like a guy. She told me she loved making love to her very feminine partner, but that she bound her own breasts and wouldn’t allow her genitals to be touched. The sex therapist in me chalked that up to internalized homophobia without seeing the obvious: Sal was profoundly uncomfortable in her female body. In 1990, seven years after terminating therapy, Sal called me to tell me about his transition—and to point out the prejudices that wouldn’t allow me to consider that a woman like her might actually be a transman. “I told you I wished I were a man, felt like I should have been born a man. You didn’t listen.”

Sal was right—in my mind, female-to-male transgender people (FtMs) didn’t exist. Looking back, I can think of many clients who were self-identified butches whom I may have unwittingly disarmed by my blindness. Today, transmen—biological females transitioning to male—are at least as common as transwomen. And I’m embarrassed by my old views.

The Internet as Healer
So what’s changed since the days when transgenderism was considered a rare disease, found almost exclusively in genetic males?

One important answer is the Internet and the connections it allowed people to make. My Italian American mother drew her identity from her immigrant parents, her extended family, and the Italian neighborhood that surrounded her. But those of us who differ greatly from our parents and immediate community often have a harder time. If the traits that make us different are the aspects of self that we feel define us most strongly, and especially if our family of origin rejects us for those traits, we search out others like us. We go out in a quest for our tribe—the community of support that allows us to feel validated and protected—and indeed we’re more armed and shielded from harm when we’re together.

Until the mid-1990s, trans people had no tribe. Between their exclusion from the gay community and the requirement that they “go stealth” if they surgically changed their bodies, they were largely alone, often burdened by a sense of deviance, shame, and self-hatred. With the advent of the Internet, and with it the explosion of trans-dedicated chatrooms and listservs, and later,
websites and blogs, trans people began to communicate with each other and experience the validation that can only come with numbers. The transgender community, both virtual and real, exploded. Many became activists on behalf of greater rights for, and acceptance of, trans folks, and gradually, the gay community embraced the trans tribe as a partner. In the late 1990s, the T was added to LGB, which both reflected and facilitated a huge coming-out party for transgender people.

Back then, I recall asking Ashley, a 15-year-old who’d been assigned male at birth but identified as female, what made her think she was transgender. She immediately replied, “I saw it on the Internet. I read stuff. I went to trans websites, and chatted with other trans and genderqueer kids. And that’s when it all came together for me.”

Today, Ashley can see trans people portrayed sympathetically on TV (Orange Is the New Black and Transparent) and on film (The Dallas Buyers Club and The Danish Girl). She can see them as guests on news and interview shows (Laverne Cox and Janet Mock), or as hosts of their own reality shows (I Am Cait and I Am Jazz). Ashley can also be exposed to nonbinary people of her own generation. Miley Cyrus has publicly come out as genderqueer as well as pansexual, while Will Smith and Jada Pinkett-Smith’s son, Jaden, wore a dress to his senior prom and is the face of Louis Vuitton’s Spring Women’s Wear collection. But in the 1990s, for the most part, there was just the Internet.

**Parents Rebel**
While the Internet was inviting trans individuals into a larger tribe, parents were getting into the act, too. As the Boomer generation became parents, child-raising practices began to change, putting a stronger emphasis on becoming more attuned to kids’ needs. Around the same time, gender norms were beginning to loosen. Even so, supporting a child’s nontraditional gender choices was no easy matter. In 1983, my partner Nancy and I gave birth to a son, Cory. When he was 4 or 5, he became passionate about wearing a pink skirt. Nancy and I were torn. On one hand, we’d been chanting the mantra of gender equality since he’d been in the womb. And it certainly wasn’t a shocker: we knew plenty of gay men who loved skirts and dresses.
But we were already vulnerable as lesbian parents. Among my colleagues, the prevailing wisdom about gender-variant boys was that they were the product of sissifying mothers. How would Cory’s choices play out as the child of two mothers widely believed by the general public to be invested in producing gay children? We felt we couldn’t risk allowing him to go out in public in a skirt, even in our semi-gayborhood in Jersey City, New Jersey. There was zero social support for a boy who dressed like a girl.

Luckily, that summer we had another option: an extended vacation on Fire Island. Cory wore his pink skirt every day in the gay communities of the island, and he was a big hit. As it happened, by the fall he’d lost interest in wearing skirts. But if he’d been transgender and had clung to his need to express his gender nonconformity, we’d have had to keep this part of him private—which would’ve caused him terrible pain. Social transition was an unheard-of concept in an era when it was considered pathology-inducing even to allow a child like Cory to play with dolls at home.

Once again, the Internet played a pivotal role in offering tribal support to the transgender community—in this case, the parent community. By the mid-1990s, mothers and fathers of gender-nonconforming kids began to find each other in online newsgroups, chat rooms, and message boards. Unwilling to follow the advice of traditional therapists who warned against gender-identity permissiveness, these parents sought out more forward-thinking mental health professionals, who themselves were beginning to find their place on the Web. The late 1990s saw the birth of gender-affirmative therapy, a model that views gender variance as normal and healthy. More therapists began to see social intolerance, not gender diversity, as the problem, and to include advocacy as part of their role as clinicians.

But make no mistake about it: the uptick in visibility for gender-variant young children is largely the result of parental passion and initiative. In 2010, when Cheryl Kilodavis was raising a young son who favored dresses, she wrote a children’s book about him, *My Princess Boy*, and started a foundation to promote acceptance of gender diversity in schools. Both the market for gender-
affirmative therapy and the impetus for antireparative therapy laws that prohibit attempts to change gender identity have come from mainstream parents with modern views, not just—or even mainly—sympathetic clinicians or trans healthcare activists.

**What’s It Like to Feel This Way?**

Still, confusion persists. When I train psychotherapists on gender issues, the most common response is “I just don’t get it. How can someone not ‘feel like’ their gender? How can someone born a guy ‘know’ what a woman feels like?”

Most of us are what’s now known as cisgender: we feel no sense of dissonance between our sense of who we are and the sex listed on our birth certificate. A cisgender person has an assigned gender that matches his/her body, a subconscious sex and gender identity that are concordant, and gender expression—ways they show that they’re male or female—that’s more or less conventional. Others relate to them in a way that matches their own sense of gender. For most of us, these aspects of gender are so harmonious that we don’t even realize they’re distinct elements.

By contrast, transgender people experience a profound sense of dissonance. They don’t feel like their assigned gender. Try this experiment: imagine waking up tomorrow morning and discovering that your body is that of the “opposite” sex. Intriguing as it might be for a while, most of us would feel that our body is lying, that it’s a mask hiding our true self. Trans people feel this way about the bodies they actually have.

If you’ve ever been misgendered—called sir if you’re female or ma’am if you’re male—it was probably a somewhat jarring experience. You may have even felt offended. Imagine these feelings intensified a hundred times and occurring multiple times a day. And imagine that each time you were misgendered in public, or were perceived as transgender, you could be taunted, beat up, or worse. It’s not hard to imagine how your life could be crazy-making, even despair-making. According to a 2011 survey in the United States, 41 percent of trans people had
attempted suicide, as compared to 4.6 percent in the general population. A 2015 Canadian study found that more than a third of transgender adolescents had tried to kill themselves.

I’ve seen transgender people break the law and risk their health to obtain and use illegal female hormones because the sense of congruence they experienced was as essential as life itself. For others, it’s not hormones or surgery that made the difference, but simply the freedom of gender expression that emerged when others viewed them the way they viewed themselves. But while finding an affirming tribe has become easier for younger trans people, many older individuals have spent a large part of their lives without the support necessary to experience gender congruency.

Tony, for instance, came to see me 10 years ago, when he was in his mid-40’s. From toddlerhood, he’d battled feelings that he was female, but had hid them from his deeply religious Catholic parents. He grew up in a small town in Maryland where everyone knew each other’s business. In his 20’s, attending college in another state, he enrolled in a gender-change clinic and took female hormones for long enough to develop breasts. Then, when his father died and his mother became ill, he returned home to care for her and felt he had no choice but to revert to a masculine persona. He stopped taking hormones, submitted to a double mastectomy to remove his breast tissue, and spent 20 more years living as a male. His mother’s death and a midlife depression jolted him into taking stock of his life. Today, at 55, Tony is Tanya. Though she regrets her lost years, she feels comfortable in her body and is coming to terms with her past decisions. “I feel bad, but I couldn’t do that to my mother. She’d never have understood,” she says. “I just focus now on how fulfilled I feel. I finally feel like myself.”

Twenty-five years ago, all my transgender clients were 40 or older, most of them having suffered greatly, along with their families, in order to be themselves. Today, my trans clients are all under 30, and they’re in therapy to take a closer look at their gender identity and how they need to define and express it, or to gain support for coming out to loved ones. They also come in for the commonplace reasons that propel people into treatment—depression, anxiety, and life stress in all its forms.
Wait: Gender Isn’t Binary?

Gender-diverse people are found in many cultures throughout history. What varies is how they’re treated: whether they’re stigmatized, accepted, or even integrated as a third gender, as they are in eight non-Western countries. Thanks to anthropologists, archaeologists, and sociologists who are now peering through a queer lens, we’re learning just how common gender diversity is. Thanks to the same queer lens, we’re learning from biologists like Joan Roughgarden about gender expansiveness in animals, like the female spotted hyena that’s physically and socially dominant and has a clitoris so enlarged it’s called a pseudopenis, and the New Jersey sunfish, which includes two versions of male and one of female. In other words, in nature, gender isn’t always binary.

Until pretty recently, we tended to divide the world into males and females, along with a few “mistakes”— intersex and transgender people. But now we’re learning that there’s no such thing as the opposite sex. In reality, most sex-linked characteristics exist in both males and females, although some characteristics predominate in women and others in men. This is true of not only psychological traits, but also physical ones. Think of height, for example. Or hirsuteness. My Aunt Philomena had a moustache her whole life, while my father couldn’t grow one. But since we tend to ignore and minimize characteristics that don’t align with assigned gender, we certainly don’t think of people like my aunt or father as genderqueer.

But gender is pretty blurry even on the physical level, as biologist Anne Fausto-Sterling has pointed out in her influential book *Sexing the Body*. According to the Intersex Society of North America, an estimated 1 in 100 people are born with a reproductive or sexual anatomy that doesn’t fit the typical definition of female or male. But male and female bodies that aren’t intersex are also much more similar than different. In fact, our biological sex is so complex, with so many variations, that a February 2015 *Nature* article by Claire Ainsworth declared, “Almost everyone is, to varying degrees, a patchwork of genetically distinct cells, some with a sex that might not match that of the rest of their body.” Ainsworth goes on to quote John Achermann, a London researcher and endocrinologist, as saying, “I think there’s much greater diversity within male or
female, and there is certainly an area of overlap where some people can’t easily define themselves within the binary structure.”

This perspective fits with what scientists are learning about the “transgender brain”—that it resembles both the male and female brain. Scientists in Spain and the Netherlands have used MRIs to examine the brains of transgender teens and adults both before and after hormone treatment. They’ve found that in some ways, trans brains resemble the brains of the gender they experience themselves to be more than the gender assigned at birth.

For centuries, Western cultures have polarized the sexes, but biologists are now suggesting that a gender continuum is a more accurate model. This would demand that we literally see people differently. Think about it: what’s the first thing you notice about a person? What’s the first thing you ask about a baby? We organize our encounters with others around binary genders. Yet if our binary system of gender is inadequate, so is our language. Throughout this article, I use male and female pronouns. There are those who advocate gender-neutral language or pronouns to designate gender other than female or male, such as the pronoun they used in the singular. Others prefer new pronouns like hir and ze. Although it’s sure to throw copyeditors for a temporary loop, using this kind of language might help the gender spectrum emerge more clearly. Perhaps it’s already happening: in January 2016, the singular pronoun they was designated the American Dialect Society’s Word of the Year.

The Queer Revolution
In the LGBTQ community, gender boundaries have always been considered permeable. Think butch/femme and lipstick lesbians, drag queens and slender, boyish twinks. But these designations still reflected a binary model. In a single generation, a new paradigm has emerged that’s variously called a gender spectrum, a gender continuum, and a gender web. In the 1990s, the umbrella term transgender came into widespread use within the LGBTQ community. It was meant to include all categories of people who felt gender discordant—not only transsexuals, but also those who felt neither male nor female, those who felt both, and those whose inner experience of gender varied from their assigned sex but were content with a nontraditional
gender expression and didn’t want to change their bodies. Aided in no small part by the Internet, these groups evolved into a tribe.

Today, it’s common to see lesbian couples in which one or both partners is a transwoman. We see some lesbians evolve into transmen with cisgendered female partners who remain in the relationship. We see gay men coupled with gay transmen. The LGBTQ community has already succeeded in separating gender from genitalia in a big way.

This new community has rejected old categories and created new identities. Few people under the age of 40 describe themselves as transvestites, cross-dressers, or transsexuals. Many describe themselves as genderqueer—a term that connotes feeling neither entirely male nor entirely female. Others use the term gender fluid. Lee, an 18-year-old assigned male in the adolescent group we run at IPG, was coming to terms with his lifelong sense of gender incongruence. “I’m gender fluid. There are times when I feel totally male, and want to be perceived that way, and other times when I feel completely feminine.” Even traditional transgender people—those who undergo full hormonal and surgical procedures to create bodies that conform to their inner sense of gender—are defying gender norms. Caitlyn Jenner is old school: her version of female mirrors the gender norms she grew up with. But increasingly, trans people request only partial medical intervention. Michael, a former client who still keeps in touch, has taken male hormones and lived as a man for more than 15 years, yet he’s never had surgery, so he still has breasts and female genitals. From time to time, he considers it, particularly chest reconstruction, but for many years, his partner has been a bisexual woman who loves his gender-blended body.

When Michael and Diana decided to have children, they agreed he’d be an egg donor for Diana, who’d carry the child. To accomplish this, he had to discontinue hormone treatment for an extended period of time, and he found his sense of physical discordance returned. He didn’t feel right again until he resumed taking testosterone. He’s still on the fence about whether he’ll ever want surgical intervention, but he now knows the importance of testosterone to his sense of gender congruence. For the moment, he has a nonbinary body.
Transgender people with unconventional gender expression, people who feel someplace in between male and female, and those who feel like neither one, boggle our minds far more than the Caitlyn Jenners of the world. We may not understand Bruce Jenner’s deep need to transition, but at least Caitlyn doesn’t challenge our ideas about men and women. It’s the in-between people who freak us out most. If there are more than two genders, what does that mean for everything based on the binary gender system, from laws and traditions to personal beliefs and behavior?

**The Path of Therapy**

There came a point in my own clinical work when I got it about being transgender. The journeys of clients like Martin/Marina and Tony/Tanya showed me that gender dysphoria was an urgent, unstoppable need to achieve authenticity in the face of family conflict, social obstacles, and intense personal pain. I remembered my own childhood, which included battles with my mother over my determination to wear pants and cut my hair short. I cried when I realized I was developing breasts. It was easy to imagine what would’ve happened had I not grown to like my young woman’s curvy body. But it may have been seeing the gender variant college students who started to fill our practice in the late 1990s that clinched it for me. Teenagers like Ashley faced a future with far fewer obstacles than the older trans people I’d seen—a future that actually looked pretty normal.

That’s when I truly understood the parallels between the gay and trans struggles. In the 1970s and early ’80s, my practice was full of lesbians and gay men who’d grown up before the Stonewall riots, before homosexuality was removed from the DSM. Their stories were terrible and desperate, not unlike the lives of my older transgender clients. Then, as homosexuality became more accepted, gay people started coming out at earlier and earlier ages, and they came out to a world where they were deemed normal, not mentally ill, and where they were embraced by a strong community. And I got it. That was exactly what was happening with gender-variant people—and what continues to happen now. As therapists, we need to support this transformation.

For a starting place, we can look to the guidelines of the World Professional Association for Transgender Health (WPATH), which asserts that gender variance is normal and that mental
health professionals have the responsibility to arm the self-determination of transgender clients, except in the case of minors. If you rarely see gender-variant clients, I suggest that you refer any considering medical intervention to a therapist who’s a gender specialist, as the issues are complex and the science is changing rapidly.

But you may well get trans clients who’ve already figured this out, who may be thoroughly posttransition, or whose path is clear to them. If your practice includes lesbian and gay clients, you can’t avoid seeing trans people. Transwomen attracted to women—heterosexual before transition, lesbian after—tend to partner and live within the queer community. Many transmen identified as lesbians before they explored gender identity, and their female partners often stay with them after transition. Even if you don’t work with many gay people, your heterosexual clients almost certainly have a transgender child, relative, neighbor, or child’s classmate—whether they know it or not. It was once true that very few people knew a gay person, or at least knew that they knew. Now everyone does. Soon it’ll be the same for trans people.

How should you handle trans clients clinically, or approach issues of gender variance with parents? First, don’t assume their gender choices are inherently problematic or look for reasons why they’re gender variant. They are who they are, and like any client, they need your acceptance and respect. Second, educate yourself. Third, don’t assume that gender issues are relevant to therapy. Many trans- or gender variant people come into therapy for exactly the same reasons everyone else does: depression or anxiety, relationship issues, loss, trauma, the whole gamut. These problems are sometimes caused or exacerbated by minority stress, the extra pressures and burdens engendered by being a member of any stigmatized group. Despite growing cultural acceptance, many transgender men and women are murdered each year simply because they’re gender variant. If you work with adolescents, especially college kids, you’ll increasingly see teens who identify as something other than cisgender. As we’ve discussed, this doesn’t necessarily mean that they want medical intervention. But some trans teens will insist that they want the puberty blockers and cross-gender hormones recommended at various stages of adolescence. What to do here? Research indicates that most young people who identify as transgender as teens don’t desist in that identification. But that doesn’t mean that every teen who asks for medication should be recommended for medical intervention. The vital task here is to
honor the adolescent’s affirmed gender while helping that young person explore what that means for them.

The Shape of Things to Come
As social acceptance continues to grow, will we see an increase in the number of people claiming a trans or otherwise gender-nonconforming identity? Will we see a corresponding increase in those requesting body modification? The answer to the first question is unquestionably yes: as understanding and support expand, more people will come out. But the answer to the second question remains to be seen. As trans people change the definition of identity, some are making idiosyncratic choices with surgery and hormones. Some will modify their gender presentation, but not their bodies. Others will modify their bodies to create nonbinary bodies that match nonbinary identities. Tanner, the 20-year-old son of a friend, takes a low dose of testosterone and presents as male, but doesn’t plan to have either top or bottom surgery.

Perhaps the future is already here, in the shape of Millennials. Their support for gay marriage is merely the tip of the iceberg. Many of them have an entirely different paradigm for not only sex and gender diversity, but identity itself. They often define both their gender identity and their sexuality precisely and idiosyncratically, while characterizing their identity as a work in progress. And it’s not just trans and gay people who are doing this. In writing this article, I asked my son Cory, who once pined for a pink skirt, to describe himself as he is now, in his early 30’s.

“Gender is pretty easy,” he texted. “I’m a cismale who likes to range in presentation from fairly butch to slightly gender-bendy. Nobody would ever think I was trans, but lots of people think I’m gay, depending on the day. Sexuality is more complicated. For convenience, I say I’m bisexual and heteromantic. But sexuality, at least for me, has far more dimensions than that.”

There’s one thing for sure: the boundaries between male and female are getting fuzzier and fuzzier. In some ways, transgender and gender-nonconforming people reflect a larger cultural trend. Women can fight in combat, men are stay-at-home parents, and gender expression and identity are exploding into forms and avors we never imagined. If these shifts continue, the cry
of my parents’ generation in the ’60s and ’70s—“You can’t tell the boys from the girls!”—may become true. And as a society, that’s a profound change in the implicit rules of what’s normal—a change all of us, in one way or another, will have to come to terms with.

Unpacking Gender Some Definitions:

**Affirmed gender:** The gender you experience yourself to be. It may or may not be congruent with your assigned gender and physical body.

**Agender:** A person who experiences themselves as neither male nor female.

**Assigned gender:** Whether we’re designated “boy” or “girl” at birth. Assigned gender is generally based on the appearance of external genitalia. Also called biological sex, natal sex, or sex assigned at birth

**Cisgender:** Someone whose gender identity is congruent with their assigned gender or assigned sex at birth.

**Genderqueer:** A term used by people who are nonbinary, or experience themselves as in between the categories of man and woman. They may also characterize themselves as gender uid, bigender, or agender.

**Gender dysphoria:** A profound discomfort produced by a sense of incongruence between one’s assigned gender and one’s body, gender expression, and/or gender identity. Gender expression: The way we show our gender to the world: the clothes we wear, the activities we choose, our mannerisms.

**Gender fluid, Bigender:** Someone who experiences and defines themselves to be both a man and a woman, either at the same time or at different times.

**Gender identity:** The gender a person identifies with, independent of assigned gender, assigned sex at birth, or gender expression. Gender identity may or may not have a biological component.

**Medical transition:** Undertaking the hormonal and/or surgical interventions necessary to transform one’s body to one’s affirmed gender.

**Social transition:** The changes necessary to live as one’s affirmed gender without any body modification or medical intervention. For example, an assigned male might choose a feminine name, use female pronouns, and dress and express themselves in typically female ways.

**Transgender:** This term is sometimes used to refer to the entire spectrum of non-cisgender
people, and other times to describe only those who transition socially and medically to another
gender. The terms trans and TGNC (transgender and gender nonconforming) are also used to
denote the whole spectrum.

**Transgender man, Transman:** A transgender person who was assigned female at birth but
identies as a man.

**Transgender woman, Transwoman:** A transgender person who was assigned male at birth but
identies as a woman. ***
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